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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, great progress has been made in the investigation of the 
isomorphism classes of I& factors ([I], [2], [4], [6], [7], [S]). In particu- 
lar, McDuff [9] p roved the existence of a countably infinite number 
of II1 factors on a separable Hilbert space. 
In this paper, by using the method of McDuff, we shall show the 
existence of an uncountable number of nonisomorphic 11r factors on 
a separable Hilbert space. Moreover, by using this result and tensor 
products, we shall show the existence of an uncountable number of 
II, factors on a separable Hilbert space. 
Concerning III factors, Powers [l l] has shown the existence of an 
uncountable number. 
Note added in proof. After writing this paper, the author received two other papers 
of McDufT, [9] (a revised form of ref. [4]) and [lo], in which she proves the existence 
of an uncountable number of ZII factors. However, the construction is different from 
ours. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF EXAMPLJLS 
Suppose G1 , G, ,... ; HI , H, ,..., are two sequences of groups. We 
denote by (G, , G2 ,... ; HI , H, ,...) the group generated by the Gis 
and the Hz’s with additional relations that Hd , Hi commute element- 
wise for i # j and G$, Hj commute elementwise for i < j. This 
situation was considered in [2]. 
Let L, = (G, , G, ,...; HI , He ,...) with Gi = 2 and Hi = 2 for 
all i, where 2 is the infinite cyclic group. Define L, inductively by 
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L, = (G, , G, ,...; Hl , H, ,... ) with Gi = 2, Hi = L,-, for all i and 
k 22. 
Let I be the set of all positive integers and let I1 be a sequence of 
positive integers. Let M,(I,) = SE, @ Lp, , if I1 = (p, , p, ,...) is 
infinite, and M,(IJ = SW, @ L9, for n < n, and M,(Ii) = M,(I,) 
for tl > n, , if I1 = (p, , p, ,..., p,,) is finite. 
Let G[Ii] = (G, , G, ,...; Hl , H, ,...) with Gi = 2 and Hi = Mi(Il) 
for all i. 
For a discrete group G, U(G) is the IV* algebra generated by the 
left regular representation of G. 
Then we shall show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let I1 = ( pz) and I, = (qj) be two sequences of I such 
that I2 contains a positive integer q such that, q $I1 . Then U(G[I,]) is 
not *-isomorphic to U(G[I,]). In particular, U(G[I,]) is not *-iso- 
morphic to U(G[I,]), ;fIl and I, are two subsets of positive integers and 
I1 # I, as a set. 
As a corollary, we have: 
COROLLARY 1. There exists an uncountable number of nonisomorphic 
II1 factors on a separable Hilbert space. 
To prove Theorem 1, we shall provide some considerations. 
DEFINITION 1 ([9]). For a I+‘* algebra U(G) we shall write [U(G)], 
to denote the unit sphere of U(G). If B and C are subalgebras of 
U(G) and 6 > 0, then we shall write B C* C to mean that given any 
T~(41, there exists some SE (C), with I( T - S (Ia < 6 where 
Ij x )/a is the L2( G)-norm of x, when U(G) is embedded into L2(G) 
canonically. 
Let A = U(G). A bounded sequence (T,) of elements of A is 
called a central sequence, if for all X E A, Ij[X, T,J12 + 0 fn -+ co), 
where [X, Tn] is the Lie product. Central sequences (T,), (T,‘) in A 
are called equivalent, if II T, - T,’ II2 + 0 (n + 00). 
Let H be a subgroup of a group G. H is called strongly residual 
in G if it satisfies the following conditions: There exists a subset S 
of the complement G \ H of H and elements g, , g, of G such that: 
I;‘)= pH$ i=ZH; (ii) S u g&l .F 9 \ H; (iii) {g2”sgZ’J 
forms a family of dlqomt subsets of G \ H. 
By ;he above’&nition, we can easily see that only one strongly 
residual subgroup of a commutative group G is G itself. In this case, 
S is the empty set. 
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LEMMA 1 ([9]). Let G,(i = 1, 2,..., n) be a finite famiZy of groups 
and let H,(i = 1, 2,..., n) be a subgroup of Gi . If Hi is strongly residual 
zn Gi for each i, then Cr=“=, @ Hi is strongly residual in Cz, @ Gi . 
Let H be a strongly residual subgroup of G, then H must contain 
the center of G. Let {H,} b e a sequence of subgroups of G. {H,} is 
called a residual sequence of G if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) H, is strongly residual in G; (ii) H, = H,,, @ K, , where K, is 
a subgroup of G; (iii) u,“=, H,’ = G, where H,’ is the cornmutant of 
H, in G. 
Let Gi (i = 1, 2,..., m) be a finite family of groups and let (H,,n} 
(i = 1, 2,..., m) be a residual sequence of Gi , then {CTz”=, @ Hi,,} is a 
residual sequence of C& @ Ga . Any central sequence in U(G) is 
equivalent to a central sequence whose elements lie in U(H), if H is 
canonically considered as a subalgebra of U(G), and H is strongly 
residual in G. 
DEFINITION 2 ([9]). A q se uence (T,) in the unit sphere (A), of 
A = U(G) is an e-approximate central sequence, if 
for all X E (A), . The set of all E-approximate sequences is denoted 
by ‘244 
If H is strongly residual in G, then for all (T,) E CUcG)(e), there 
exists a sequence (!I’,‘) in the unit sphere of U(H) such that 
lim sup 11 T, - T,’ (Ia < 14 (cf. [3], [5], [6]). 
Let G = (Gr , G, ,...; HI, H, ,... 
CLn 0 Hj and Q(G 
) with Gd = 2 and let Q(G, n) = 
m, n) = CT=“=, @ Hj . Then{Q(G, n)> is a residual 
sequence in G. Let r, (k = 1,2 ,..., r) be a finite family with the form 
r, = (G, , G,” ,...; HI , H, ,...) with Gi = 2. 
Then Q(Ckgl @ F, , n) = & @ Q(F, , n) is a residual sequence 
in CL=, @ I’,. This residual sequence is called the canonical residual 
sequence. Denote Q(& @ r, , n, m) = ci=l @ Q(F, , n, m). 
A group G is called type 0, if it is commutative; G is called type i, 
if G = CT=1 @ Gj with Gj = Lt ; G is called type i, , if G = qT-1 @ Gj 
with Gj = L, ; G is called type (i1 , iz ,..., in), if G = cj=l @ Gj , 
where Gj is of type ij ; G is called type (il , iz ,..., i& , if 
G = CT=, @ Gi and some of Gj are of type ija and others are of 
type t; . 
Now let U(G[IJ) = A and U(G[IJ) = B. Suppose that A is 
*-isomorphic to B. Then, under the identification A = B, we have 
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two expressions, U(G[IJ) and U(G[IJ). Henceforward, we shall 
assume that A = B and conclude a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2 ([9]). For 6 > 0 and a positive integer n1 there exists a 
positive integer n2 such that 
U~Q(Wil, n& t YQWJ, nd>. 
Moreover, since U(Q(G[I,], n, n + 1)) (i = 1,2) is a factor, we have: 
LEMMA 3 ([9]). For a positive integer m2 with m2 > n2 , there 
exists a positive integer ml such that ml > n, and 
Now let II = (p,) and I, = (qi). Without the loss of generality, we 
can assume that 4 = or . For t = lO’J1 , by applying Lemma 2 for II 
and the symmetric form of Lemma 2 for I,, we can choose positive 
integers n, , n2 ,..., n, such that nz < n4 < n8 < -a- < n, , and 
n, < n3 < **- < n,-, and 
VQ(GV,l, G t U{QW,I, cdl : ..* 
t U~QW;I> n& t U~QW,I, 41. 
Then, by Lemma 3, we can choose positive integers m, , mg ,..., m, 
such that ma > m4 > --- > m, and m, > m3 > a-- > ml-, with 
m, > n, and 
Since Q(G[I,], h, K) is a finite sum of the form (G, , G, ,...; Hr , Ha ,...) 
with G5 = 2, it has the canonical residual sequence (Q(Q(G[I,I, h, k), n}). 
For simplicity, we shall denote Q(G[I,], h, k) (resp. Q(Q(G[IJ, h, k), n}) 
by Qdh, 4 (req. Qi2[(h, 4, 4). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 
U[Ql(h, 41 F U[Q&ill 2 u[Qd~, dl 
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withh>pandq>k. Thenf or arbitrary positive integers Y and w, 
there exists a positive integer s such that 
UCQ,*(h, 4 41 C ~CQ2W, *I and s > w. 
Proof. Suppose this is not true, then there exists 
for each n with n > w  such that 11 T, - S II2 >, (lo)* S for all 
S E ( U{Qa2[(i, j), ~1))~ . Since ((Q:[(h, k), n]}) is a residual sequence 
in [QI@, 41, GCJ is a central sequence in U[jZ,(h, k)]. 
On the other hand, Q,(p, q) = Q,(h, k) @ C, where C is a subgroup 
of Qdp, 4); hence W is a central sequence in U[Q,(p, q)]. Now, 
take T,’ E MQ& j)lh such that I[ T, - T,’ II2 < 96 and, for an 
arbitrary x’ E { U[Q2(i, j)]}l , take X E { UIQ1( p, q)]}l such that 
II X - x’ ]I2 < 96. Then, 
IIF’, Tn’lllr = IV’, T,’ - T& + ll[Tva 3Xllla + ll[T, 3 X - Xlllz 
G 211 Tts’ - T,a Ile + ll[T, 3 Xllle + 211 X - X’II, . 
Hence lim sup Il[X’, Tn’]l12 < 186 + 186 < 376. Therefore, there exists 
a sequence (Ti) in { U[Qz2(i, j), ~1)~ such that 
Then, 
lim sup 11 T,’ - T,” II2 < 14 * 376. 
II Tn - T,” 112 d II T, - T,: IL. + II T,’ - T,” Ila < 10%. 
This is a contradiction and completes the proof. 
Applying this lemma for II and the symmetric one for Ia, there 
. . . 
exrst positive mtegers r2 , r, ,..., rI such that y2 < yq < **. < rl and 
rg < r5 < *.* < rtWI and 
(lOP6 
UiQ2Knt 3 4, rtl} c *-* uiQl”Kn, 9 ns), ~11 
(lOP.3 
C u{Q2Knz 9 4, yzl>- 
Q(G[I;l, n, 4 = CE”=, 0 J&(h) is of type (pl, P, ,..., pm). Then, 
Q12[(n, m), I] is of type (plml ,..., pm-&. Therefore, at this time, 
Qp[(h, k), r] might contain a type 0 group as a direct summand. 
DEFINITION. For Y < s, RQt[(h, k), (r, s)] = the center of 
Qi2W, 4, 4 + {QXh, 4, ~1 0 Q,2Kh, 4, s + 11). 
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LEMMA 5. For an arbitrary positive integer sf > Y t , there exist positive 
integers 5, , 5, ,..., st such that sp > s, > ... > sf ands, > s, > .** > stml 
and 
(lOP8 
U[RQ22(nt 3 4, (yt , %)I c *a*, 
UOP8 
C W~Q22[(fi., 3 4, (y.4 9dlh 
Proof. Qa[(nt-, , m&l = Q2[(nl, mt)] @H, where H is a sub- 
group of Q4[b2 9 ~t-~)l. N ow, consider QS2[(n,, m,), r] @ H in 
Q2Eh-2 9 m,-~11, thenQs2[h 9 ml), Y] is strongly residual in Qa[(nt , m,)] 
and so QB2[(nt , q), Y] @ H is strongly residual in Q2[(ntv2 , m,-,)I for 
each t. 
On the other hand, 
Therefore, by a method similar to the proof of Lemma 4, for each Y 
there exists K with K - 1 > ytel such that 
(lOP8 
U{Q12hl , mt-A Al> C U{Q22Knt9 4, ~1 0 HI. 
Take r = sI + 1, then for 
T E ( U(RQS~K~~ , mt), (yt ,411)1 C ( U(Iz22K~t , mt), rtl>)1 ,
there exists 
T’ E ( UiQ12Knt-l , md ~t-J>)l 
such that 11 T - T’ /I2 < (lo)%. For X’ E ( U{Q12[(nt-l , q-J, k]}), , 
;;rn X E ( U{Q22[(n~ > nzl), Y] @ H)), such that II X - X’ II2 < (lo)%, 
I/V’, X’lllr d I/V - T, x’lllz + W’ - X 7’1112 
+ ll[T, XIII2 < W9”~ + W926 
because [T, X’j = 0. 
Hence, there exists 
T” E ( U~QI~P,-I 3 w-J, kIY), n VQ12Ksl , mt-d, ft-J>, 
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where ( }’ is the cornmutant of the W* algebra { }, such that 
]I T’ - T” /a < 4 .4(10)3S (cf. Lemma 2 in [9]). Hence, 
II T - T” IL < II T - T’ll2 + II T’ - T” 112 < (lo)% 
Clearly, 
Take k - 1 as sl-r . The remainder of the proof is quite similar. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 5 is due to B. Vowden. 
RQIY@, 4, (6 i)l is of type (p, - 1, p, - l,...,pk - 1) and 
RQz2W, k), k 31 is of type (qI - 1, q2 - l,..., qk - 1). They might con- 
tain a type 0 group as a direct summand. RQd2[(k, k), (i, j)] = D @ W, 
where D is the center of RQs2[(k, k), (i, j)] and Wis of type (ir, ia ,..., r,) 
with i, > 1 for u = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Define the canonical residual sequence of RQ,2[(k, k), (i, j)] as 
follows; 
Q$Q,2Kh, 4 (id, 4 = D 0 QVK n). 
Quite similarly, we can define the canonical residual sequence of RQz2. 
Continuing this process q1 times, we have the following situation. 
up,> ? U(Q,-,) ? Up,-,) F U(-Qt-J, 
where QR, contains a type 1 group as a direct summand and 52,-r does 
not contain a type 1 group as a direct summand. Moreover, 
GRtV2 = 9, @ R, where R is a subgroup of 52,-a and K is a constant, 
which does not depend on 6, and by the “ql + 1”-th process, we have 
U(4)? U(d,-,) “i U(d,-,), 
where Kl does not depend on 6. Moreover, let Qn, = E @ H, where E 
is the center of !2,, then d, = E @ El @ W, where El is contained 
in the center of A, and El = Q(L, , n) for some n. 
On the other hand, the center of A,-, is the same as the center C 
of sZ1-, , because 52,-r does not contain a type 1 group as a direct 
summand. 
LEMMA 6. For X E [ U(E,)], , there exists an element x’ E [ U( C)ll 
suck that 11 X - X’ iI2 < 102K,6. 
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Proof. Put X,, = X, then (X,) is a central sequence in U(E,); it 
is a central sequence in U(d f--2) because A 1-2 = d t @ r for some 
subgroup I7 Let Y’ E [ U(d Jr such that 11 X - Y’ 11s < Kr6. Then 
by the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4, II[Y’, wl]Il, < 5KrS for 
all w’ E [ U(d &]r ; hence, there exists a central element X’ of 
[U(d,-,)], such that (I X’ - Y’ /I2 < 2 * 5Kr6; hence 11 X - x’ II2 < 
// X - Y’ II2 + 11 X’ - Y’ /a < 102K16. This completes the proof. 
Now we shall prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
By lemma 6, for X E [U(E,)], , there exists an X’ E [U(C)ll such that 
/I X- X’ /I2 < 102K16. For arbitrary YE [ U(L,)], , take Y’ E [ U(Q,-,)]l 
such that // Y’ - Y II2 < K8. 
Then, 
IILY, Ail2 < IIV - Y’, XIII2 + IV’, X - JW2 + W’, -W2 
< 2KS + 2 * 102K16. 
Hence, there exists an element X” E U(L,) n U(L,)’ = (Al), where X 
is complex numbers, such that 1) X - X” II2 < 4(K + 102KI)6. We 
can choose i3 as an arbitrarily small number; hence U(E,) must be 
the center of U(L,). 
On the other hand, U(E,) 
U(K) = qg4 0 Hj) 
is not the center of U(L,), because 
with Hj = 2. This is a contradiction and 
completes the proof. 
Next, we shall show the existence of an uncountable number of 
II, factors. Let F2 be the free group of two generators g, , g, . Let S 
be the set of g E F2 which, when written as a power of g, , g, of mini- 
mum length, ends with a glm, n = &l, f2,... . Then it is clear that 
S U grSg,l = F2 \ {e}, gregi’ = e, and {ggSgcn}, 1z = 0, f l,... are 
disjoint subsets of F, \ { }, e w  h ere e is the unit of F2 ; therefore (e> is 
strongly residual. 
Now let Ri = F2 for j = I,2 ,... and I’ = Cy=, @ Ri . Put 
r, = Cj”=, @ Ri , then r, is strongly residual in r, because I’, is 
strongly residual in r, and CT:. @ (ei) is strongly residual in 
CiLrr @ Ri , where ei is the unit of Rj . Hence CT=, @ Rj is strongly 
residual in I’. 
Moreover, I’, 0 r,,, = R, and Uz==, r,’ = cj”=, @ R, = I’, 
hence {r,} is a residual sequence in I’. Put @Jlr) = I’, @ Q(G[I,], n) 
for n = 1, 2,..., then {@p,(Ir)} is a residual sequence in r @ G[I,]. 
Now, we shall show: 
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THEOREM 2. Let I1 and I8 be two subsets of I satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1, then U(F @ G[I,]) is not *-isomorphic to U(F @ G[IJ). 
Proof. Since 
UP&) 0 @n+1Wl is a factor for n = 1, 2 ,... and i = 1, 2. 
Therefore, we can apply the lemmas of McDuff [9]. Now suppose 
that U(r @ G[IJ) = U(r @ G[I&, then we have the similar situa- 
tions of Lemmas 2 and 3 for two residual sequences {@,&)}, (i = 1,2). 
On the other hand, I’m,n = I’, 0 F,(m < n) has the strong residual 
subgroup (e}; hence we have the same relation with the previous case 
such that 
uoPa 
C VQz2E(n2 , m2), r2)l>. 
This is a contradiction and completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that I1 , Ia satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 
and let B be a type Ifactor, then B @ U(F @ G[IJ) is not *-isomorphic 
to B @ U(F @ G[IJ). 
Proof. 
where @I,“=, U(R,) is the canonical infinite tensor product of {U(Q) 
(cf. [6]); hence, B @I U(F @ G[I,]) @I A is *-isomorphic to 
B 6 U(F @ G[IJ) (i = 1, 2), w h ere A is the hyperfinite II1 factor 
(cf. [W- 
We shall denote U(F @ G[I,]) by N. Let CJI be a normal, faithful 
semifinite trace on B, and let or (resp. T.J be the normalized trace on N 
(resp. A), then v @I 7r @ 72 will define a normal, faithful semifinite 
trace on B @ N @ A. Now, let E be a minimal projection of B, then 
E @ 1, is a finite projection in B @J N, where 1, is the unit of N, 
moreover, (E @ 1 N) B ($7~ N(E @ lN) = E @J N, hence it is *-iso- 
morphic to N. 
For arbitrary positive a with a < Q @ or @ T%(E @ 1, @J 1 J, we 
have a projection P in A such that ‘p @ 71 @I T~(E @ 1, @ P) = a, 
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where 1, is the unit of A. Now, suppose that B @ N @ A is *-iso- 
morphic to B @I U(I’ @ G[IJ) @ A. Then there exists a finite 
projection E1 in B @ N @ A such that E,(B @ N @ A) E1 is 
*-isomorphic to U(I’ @ G[I,]) @ A. 
Take I’, E A such that 
for some positive integer n,, . Then, there exists a family 
(E,,i / i = 1, 2 ,..., n,,) of mutually orthogonal, equivalent projections 
in B @ N @ A such that 
E1.i - E 0 1~ 0 Po; E,,i < 4 and z El,i = El . 
i=l 
Since E,,i N E @I 1 N @ I’, ; E,,$(B @ N @ A) E,,i is *-isomorphic 
to (E @ lN @ P,)(B @I N @I A)(E @J 1, @ I’,,). On the other hand, 
(E 0 1~ Q PO)@ 0 N 0 AXE 0 1N 6 f’o) = E 0 N 0 PoAPo ; 
since PoAPo is *-isomorphic to A, E @ N Q PoAPo is *-isomor- 
phic to N Q A. Since E,(B @N @ A)E, is *-isomorphic to 
E,,{(B @ N @ A) E,,$ @ BmO , it is *-isomorphic to N @ A, where 
Bfi, is the type I%, factor. Hence, U(.F @ G[I,]) @ A is *-isomorphic 
to NQ A. 
Since U(r @ G[I,1) @ A is *-isomorphic to U(F @ G[I,]), we have 
a contradiction, where i = 1,2. This completes the proof. 
As a corollary, we have: 
COROLLARY 2. There exists an uncountable number of II, factors 
on a separable Hilbert space. 
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